
Tips On Selecting The Right Credit Card 
 
Credit cards are important in our everyday lives and everywhere we go they are used as a 
payment option when we purchase goods and services.  Depending on where you are in your 
life you may be asking what credit card is best for my situation right now.   
 
There are credit cards for all kinds of financial situations and we all need to select the right card 
for our personal needs.  A popular credit card issuer Capital One has cards for every need at 
http://www.clipsit.net/getmyoffer-capitalone-com-pre-approval-for-credit-card/.  Here some 
guidelines on choosing the right credit card: 
 
Credit Score 
 
The first step in finding the right credit card is knowing what your credit score is.  This is a major 
factor in getting approved or denied credit.  If you know your score you will apply for cards that 
you’ll have a better chance at getting approved for. 
 
There are credit cards that range from bad to good credit.  Because any credit card you apply 
for requires a hard inquiry on your credit report at least if you apply for a card that is designed 
for your credit score you won’t risk damaging your credit. 
 
Best Option For Bad Credit 
 
There are numerous credit cards for individuals with bad credit.  You will want to avoid these at 
all cost because they have so many unnecessary fees you’ll be forced to pay.  The best option 
for you would be to inquire into secured cards. 
 
Secured cards are great for rebuilding your credit.  You will however need to put down a 
security deposit which will serve as your credit limit.  But if you can use this card responsibly 
then you’ll be on your way to improving your credit score. 
 
Types of Rewards Cards 
 
If you’re interested in applying for cards that offer rewards then you will need to decide what 
types of rewards you’re interested in.  There are rewards features that offer cash back or travel 
rewards.  If you travel a lot then having a credit card that offers travel rewards would be ideal. 
 
If you want to earn cash back for everyday purchases then the cash back option is better.  You 
will need to weigh all sides to see which works best for your financial situation. 
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